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CSCI 4152/6509 — Natural Language Processing

Lecture 23: Unification in Syntactic and Semantic Processing

Location: LSC—Common Area C238 Instructor: Vlado Keselj
Time: 10:05 – 11:25

Previous Lecture

– Typical phrase structure rules in English (started): S
– Phrase structure in English (continued):

– NP, VP, PP, ADJP, ADVP
– Heads and dependency, dependency tree
– Non-context-free phenomena

– agreement, movement, subcategorization

27 Parser Evaluation
Parser evaluation is still a matter of active discussion and research. PARSEVAL measures are commonly used for
evaluating context-free parsing. You can read more about these measure in the [JM] textbook (Section 14.7, page
479).

To compute the PARSEVAL measures, the parse trees are first decomposed into labeled constituents (LC), which
are triples consisting of the starting and ending point of a constituent’s span in a sentence, and the constituent’s
label. For each sentence, the sets of constituents obtained from the parse tree obtained from a parser (PT), and from
the given, “gold standard” parse tree (GT) are compared. The following measures are usually calculated:

labelled recall =
number of correct LC in PT

number of LC in GT

labelled precision =
number of correct LC in PT

number of LC in PT

F-measure =
2 · (labelled precision) · (labelled recall)
(labelled precision) + (labelled recall)

The fourth measure, number of cross-brackets, is also used.

The state-of-the-art parsers obtain up to 90% precision and recall on the Penn Treebank data.

Example

Let us consider the following two sentences:

Time flies like an arrow.
and

He ate the cake with a spoon.

These could easily be ambiguous sentences for a parser, and let us assume that our “gold standard” parse trees; i.e.,
preferred or correct parse trees are as follows:
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Gold standard
(S (NP (NN time) (NN flies))

(VP (VB like)
(NP (DT an) (NN arrow))))

(S (NP (PRP he))
(VP (VBD ate) (NP (DT the)

(NN cake))
(PP (IN with)

(NP (DT a) (NN spoon)))))

while the parse trees returned by a parser are:

Parser result
(S (NP (NN time))

(VP (VB flies)
(PP (IN like)

(NP (DT an) (NN arrow)))))

(S (NP (PRP he))
(VP (VBD ate)

(NP (DT the) (NN cake)
(PP (IN with)

(NP (DT a) (NN spoon))))))

First, we list the labeled edges of the parse trees:

time flies like an arrow
0 1 2 3 4 5

Gold standard:
S 0,5 time flies like an arrow
NP 0,2 time flies
NN 0,1 time
NN 1,2 flies
VP 2,5 like an arrow
VB 2,3 like
NP 3,5 an arrow
DT 3,4 an
NN 4,5 arrow

Parser result:
S 0,5 time flies like an arrow
NP 0,1 time
NN 0,1 time
VP 1,5 flies like an arrow
VB 1,2 flies
PP 2,5 like an arrow
IN 2,3 like
NP 3,5 an arrow
DT 3,4 an
NN 4,5 arrow

he ate the cake with a spoon
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Gold standard:
S 0,7 he ate ...ke with a spoon
NP 0,1 he
PRP 0,1 he
VP 1,7 ate the cake with a spoon
VBD 1,2 ate
NP 2,4 the cake
DT 2,3 the
NN 3,4 cake
PP 4,7 with a spoon
IN 4,5 with
NP 5,7 a spoon
DT 5,6 a
NN 6,7 spoon

Parser result:
S 0,7 he ate the cake with a spoon
NP 0,1 he
PRP 0,1 he
VP 1,7 ate the cake with a spoon
VBD 1,2 ate
NP 2,7 the cake with a spoon
DT 2,3 the
NN 3,4 cake
PP 4,7 with a spoon
IN 4,5 with
NP 5,7 a spoon
DT 5,6 a
NN 6,7 spoon
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After counting the number of correctly identified edges (true positives), non-identified edges (false negatives),
incorrectly identified edges (false positives), and the total number of edges, we can calculate precision and recall:

Precision= 17
23 ≈ 0.739130434782609 and Recall = 17

22 ≈ 0.772727272727273.

Part V

Semantics and Unification-based NLP

28 Elements of Semantics
Reading: Beginning of Chapter 17 “The Representation of Meaning” (–17.2), Section 18.6 “Idioms and Composi-
tionality”; and 19–19.3 “Lexical Semantics”

28.1 Semantic Analysis

Semantic analysis is a level of NLP concerned with detecting meaning up to the sentence level

Semantic Analysis

– Meaning analysis up to the sentence level
– Used when lexical and syntactic representation is not sufficient
– Examples:

– Answering essay questions on an exam
– Ordering in a restaurant based on a menu
– Following recipes
– Learning how to use something using a manual

An Approach to Semantic Analysis

– Meaning representation; e.g., a language or data structure
– Start with word meanings
– Syntax-driven building of larger constructs
– Principle of semantic compositionality, exceptions

Computational Requirements of Meaning Representation

– verifiability
– ability to determine if a statement is true in a world representation

– unambiguous representation
– canonical form

– inputs with the same meaning and different language forms are mapped to the same semantic form
– inference
– expressiveness

A meaning representation is constructed by starting from the word meanings, and by using the compositionality
principle to obtain the meanings of the phrases, clauses, and sentences. The word meanings are obtained from a
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lexicon, but it is not a straight-forward procedure, since most words have multiple possible meanings. The task of
finding correct word meanings in a text is called Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD).

28.2 Lexical Semantics

Lexical Semantics

– word meaning — basic elements for compositional semantics
– What is a word?

– wordform — a word as it appears in text or speech;
i.e., its orthographic or phonological representation

– lexeme — a pair (wordform, meaning), with optionally more information
– lexicon — a set of lexemes (or database)
– lemma or citation form — as it appears in a dictionary
– lemmatization — mapping of wordforms to lemmas

Word Senses

– One word can have more senses
– homonyms; e.g., bank (river vs. investment)
– homophones; e.g., wood/would
– homographs, e.g., bass and bass (fish vs. instrument)
– polysemy and metonymy
– synonymy and antonymy
– hyponymy and hypernymy

Homonym example: “bank holds investments” and “east bank of the river”

Homophone examples: wood/would, to/two/too

Homograph examples: bass bass, suite suite

Polysemy: multiple related meanings, e.g., “branch of a tree” and “branch of a bank”

Metonymy

– different aspects of the same meaning
– Examples:

– an author and his/her work, e.g., Jame Austin wrote Emma↔ I really love Jane Austin
– animal and the meat, e.g., The chicken was domesticated in Asia↔ The chicken was overcooked
– tree and fruit, e.g., Plums have beautiful blossoms↔ I ate a preserved plum yesterday

WordNet Resource

– WordNet, by George A. Miller et al.
– the basic concept: synset, a set of near-synonyms

car, automobile
– other semantic relations

– hypernyms; e.g., animal hypernym of cat
– hyponyms; e.g., cat hyponym of animal
– antonyms; e.g., hot and cold
– meronyms; e.g., tire is meronym of car
– holonyms; e.g., car is holonym of tire
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The WordNet resource was developped by George A. Miller et al. (http://wordnet.princeton.edu).

28.3 Semantic Compositionality

Semantic Compositionality

How meanings of the pieces combine into a meaning of the whole?

Levels of compositionality:

1. compositional semantics
e.g., white paper = white + paper

2. collocations
e.g., white wine ≈ white + wine

3. idioms, examples:
white lie 6= white + lie (not a clear idiom)
kick the bucket 6= kick + the bucket
coupons are just the tip of the iceberg

Reading: 18.6 “Idioms and Compositionality”

28.4 Semantic Roles

Syntax is closely related to semantics. For example, subcategorization frames can be used to assign semantic roles
of the verb arguments.

E.g., verb send, semantic frame: NP[subject], NP[indirect object] NP[direct object] can be used to assign semantic
roles of: SENDER, RECIPIENT, and OBJECT, resulting in the frame:

send
SENDER: I
RECIPIENT: you
OBJECT: an e-mail


Semantic preference can be used to properly disambiguate the sentences:
He ate the cake with a frosting. and
He ate the cake with a spoon.

29 Theoretical Foundation of the Unification-based Approach

Unification-based Approach to NLP

Bits of history:

– Aristotle
– Mathematical logic, first-order predicate logic
– Computers, automatic reasoning
– Robinson 1965, resolution
– Prolog, Alain Colmerauer
– NL semantics, syntax
– Grammar formalisms: DCG, FUG, . . . , HPSG, LFG, . . .
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29.1 First-order Predicate Logic

– also known as first-order logic and first-order calculus

Formulae and Sentences

Building blocks of the first-order predicate logic:

constants: 1, 2, 3, a, b, c, . . .

variables: A, B, Rabbit, . . .
Following the Prolog convention, all identifiers starting with a lower-case letter are constants, and all identifiers
starting with an upper-case letter or an underscore (_) are variables. Prolog uses the variable _ in a special
way, so we will not use it for now.

functions: For example: f(·), g(·, ·, ·), +(·, ·), . . .
Each function has an arity—the number of “place-holders” for its arguments. It is possible to have functions
with the same name and different arities. Constants are sometimes treated as functions with zero arity. We
use special syntactic “flavours” for some functions; e.g., instead of representing functions in the standard
prefix form +(·, ·) we may use the infix form (·+ ·) or ·+ ·.

Terms

terms: Terms are defined recursively using the following rules:
1. variables and constants are terms
2. more complex terms are built by providing a function with other terms as arguments; i.e., if t1, . . . , tn

are terms, and f is a function with n arguments, then f(t1, . . . , tn) is a term as well.
Term examples: f(g(x), h(A,B)), −b+

√
b2−4ac
2a

predicates: For example: on(·, ·), isPositive(·), isUppercase(·), = (·, ·), . . .
Predicates have similar syntactic form as functions: they take arguments and have arity. However, they are
supposed to describe a property which is true or false for its arguments. The predicates could be described as
functions with assumed Boolean return value (true or false). An important difference is that they are used to
build formulae and not terms.
Like functions, predicates may also have special syntactic flavours, for example instead of writing = (·, ·),
> (·, ·), < (·, ·), ≥ (·, ·), and ≤ (·, ·), we usually write · = ·, · > ·, · < ·, · ≥ ·, and · ≤ ·.
The true and false symbols, > and ⊥, can be regarded as zero-arity predicates, being universally true and
false, respectively.

quantifiers: There are two quantifiers: “for all” denoted ∀ and “exists” ∃, which appear always with a variable;
e.g.: ∀A, ∃X

logic operators: The logic operators, used in propositional logic are: ∧, ∨, ¬,⇒, and⇔. They are interpreted in
the following way:

– p ∧ q is true if and only if both statements p and q are true,
– p ∨ q is false if and only if both statements p and q are false,
– p⇒ q is false if and only if p is true and q is false, and
– p⇔ q is true if and only if both p and q are true or both of them are false.

formulae: The formulae of the first-order predicate calculus are defined, similarly to terms, in a recursive manner:
1. Any predicate combined with some terms as its arguments is a formula. This form is known as an

atomic formula.
2. We can create new formulae from the already constructed formulae by applying logic operators and

quantifiers to the existing formulae. If we denote with α and β two arbitrary formulae, and if X is an
arbitrary variable, then new formulae can be constructed in the following ways: α ∧ β, α ∨ β, α⇒ β,
α⇔ β, ¬α, ∀Xα, and ∃Xα.
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The parentheses ‘(’ and ‘)’ can be used, and we assume the following precedence order (from high to
low): ¬, ∧, ∨,⇒,⇔, and quantifiers.

Variables, Sentences

bound and free variables: It normally makes sense to combine a quantified variable X only with a formula that
contains the variable X somewhere, e.g.:

∀X positive(X) ∧ X + Y < 5

In such case we say that the variable X is bound, and bound by the corresponding quantifier. If a variable
is not bound in a formula, then we say that it is free. If there are more than one quantifier that could bind a
variable, then the innermost one is chosen; e.g., in

∀X ∃Y ∃X X + Y = X

the quantified variable ∃X is applied to both later occurrences of X.
ground terms and formulae: A term or formula which does not contain any variables is called ground term or

ground formula.
open and closed formulae: A formula is open if its all variables are free. A formula is closed if its all variables

are bound.
sentence: Sentence is another name for a closed formula.

Any ground formula is a sentence. Sentences are the formulae for which it makes sense to talk about their
truth values; i.e., we can claim that a sentence is true or false, which cannot be said about other formulae.

Inference Rules

Sentences are formulae for which we should be able to establish whether they are true or false and using which
we can build theories. We start by making some of the sentences axioms, i.e., just true by assumption and without
any proof, and from them we derive new true sentences, which are called theorems. To derive new theorems from
axioms and previously proved theorems, we use formal inference rules.

Formal inference rule is a rule that describes how new true sentences can be derived from already known true
sentences. The goal of automatic theorem proving is to find a sequence of rule applications which proves that a
given sentence is true, or that it is not true.

Inference Rule Examples

Modus Ponens:
α, α⇒ β

β

Modus Tolens:
α⇒ β

¬β ⇒ ¬α

∀ elimination:

∀xϕ(x)
ϕ(t)

for any ground term t

∃ elimination:
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∃xϕ(x)
ϕ(A′)

for a new constant A′

∃ introduction:

ϕ(t)

∃xϕ(x)
t is a ground term

The set of rules should be correct and complete:

correct (sound) — must not produce false facts from correct facts,

complete — if a fact “semantically” follows from the basic true facts, we should be able to formally infer it.

29.2 Resolution-based Inference System

– Robinson 1965
– all formulae represented in implicative normal form
– three inference rules:

1. resolution
2. substitution
3. simplification

Implicative normal form:

∀x1 . . . ∀xn
(p1 ∧ . . . pk ⇒ q1 ∨ . . . ∨ ql) ∧ (pk+1 ∧ . . .⇒ ql+1 ∨ . . .) ∧ . . .

The formulae pi and qi are atomic formulae containing no other variables than x1, . . .xn. Since all variables are
universal, we can break the sentence into conjuncts and keep them simply as a list of facts of the form:

p1 ∧ . . . pk ⇒ q1 ∨ . . . ∨ ql

Any formula can be transformed into implicative normal form:

– eliminate implications (⇒) and equivalences (⇔)
– move negations inwards
– standardize variables apart
– move ∀ and ∃ to left
– remove ∃ by “Skolemization”:

Go from outside and for each ∀x1∀x2 . . . ∀xn∃y substitute y with f(x1, x2, . . . , xn), where f is a new
function symbol (or constant symbol if n = 0)

– distribute ∧ over ∨
– flatten, e.g., (p ∨ q) ∨ r becomes (p ∨ q ∨ r)
– turn negations in conjuncts into implications, e.g., (p ∨ ¬q ∨ r ∨ ¬s) becomes (q ∧ s⇒ p ∨ r)
– drop ∀x and assume variables are universal

General conversion to implicative normal form can be found in Russell and Norvig’s “Introduction to Artificial
Intelligence” pp.281–282.

– Implicative normal form compared to disjunctive normal form.
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Alternative Representation of Implicative Normal Form

Sometimes, it is useful to represent clauses of the implicative normal form as conjuncts in disjunctive normal form;
namely,

p1 ∧ . . . pk ⇒ q1 ∨ . . . ∨ ql

is equivalent to:

¬p1 ∨ . . .¬pk ∨ q1 ∨ . . . ∨ ql

Inference Rules in Resolution-based System

Specialization (substitution):
ϕ

[ϕ]x/t

replace a variable x by term t

Resolution:
α⇒ p ∨ β γ ∧ p⇒ δ

α ∧ γ ⇒ β ∨ δ

Simplification:
p ∧ p ∧ α⇒ β

p ∧ α⇒ β

α⇒ β ∨ p ∨ p
α⇒ β ∨ p

and some others.

This inference system is sound and refutation complete; i.e., if a set of facts is inconsistent then we can derive the
contradiction: > ⇒ ⊥

Example

Assume that we know the following facts: Rabbit is a hare. Franklin is a turtle. Any hare is faster than a turtle. Can
we infer that Rabbit is faster than Franklin?

We start with the following axioms:

1: > =⇒ hare(rabbit)
2: > =⇒ turtle(franklin)
3: hare(X) ∧ turtle(Y ) =⇒ faster(X,Y )

Apply substitutions {X ← rabbit} and {Y ← franklin} to 3 and we get:

4: hare(rabbit) ∧ turtle(franklin) =⇒ faster(rabbit, franklin)

Apply resolution to 1 and 4 and get:

5: > ∧ turtle(franklin) =⇒ faster(rabbit, franklin)

Apply resolution to 2 and 5:

6: > ∧> =⇒ faster(rabbit, franklin)
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Apply simplification to 6:

7: > =⇒ faster(rabbit, franklin)

Therefore, we have proved our theorem.

30 Classical Unification

30.1 Unification Definition and Basic Concepts

Classical Unification

– Problem of making two terms equal by substituting some variables with terms
– Useful reading: Kevin Knight: Unification: A multidisciplinary survey, ACM computing surveys, March

1989
– Classical unification is foundation for several important extensions:

– Unification in Prolog
– Matching and merging structured information
– Graph unification

Unification can be described as a task of matching two terms, or two atomic formulas, by substitution, where
substitution is a way of replacing some variables with some terms. Applying substitution to a term is also called
specialization.

Example with Agreement and Head Principle

– Consider the DCG rule:
np(head(A,W)) --> d(A), n(head(A,W)).

– Used to pass agreement information (A), but also additional head information; word itself (W) in this case
– Consider lexicon:

d(sg) --> [this].
d(pl) --> [these].
d(_) --> [the].
n(head(sg,book)) --> [book].
n(head(_,sheep)) --> [sheep].

Example: “this book”

this book
d(sg) --> [this]. n(head(sg,book)) --> [book].

np(head(A,W)) --> d(A), n(head(A,W)).
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Unifications used during Parsing

– Example: this book
– d(sg) unified with d(A), becoming d(sg)
– n(head(A,W)) becomes n(head(sg),W)
– n(head(sg,book)) is unified with n(head(sg),W), becoming n(head(sg,book))
– the result is that n(head(A,W)) becomes n(head(sg),book)
– Unification works by substitution: substituting variables with terms
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